
Fiduchi clients appreciate 
our ‘trusted’ approach. 

We take care of the 
detail so that our 
clients can enjoy 

what matters 
to them.

Private Trust Company - Typical Jersey Structures
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Typical Jersey PTC structure

Purpose Trust usually with Fiduchi 
acting as Trustee and UBO/trusted 
advisor acting as Enforcer. Sole 
purpose of the trust is to hold 
shares in PTC. Alternatively, a 
charitable trust may be used, but if 
so, care must be taken to ensure 
the trust is genuinely charitable.

Terms can be very bespoke, Client 
can provide Enforcer.

Private Trust Company. Must 
be ‘administered’ by Fiduchi, 
composition of the board 
may be structured to suit the 
client’s preference, it is strongly 
recommended Fiduchi have 
representation on the board to 
provide trustee expertise.

Sole trustee is usually the PTC. 
Terms of trust deed can be 
constructed in any manner.

Jersey PTC structure with UBO control

UBO directly holding shares in PTC. 
Care must be taken with respect to 
concerns over estate planning. Shares 
in Jersey companies form part of 
UBO’s Jersey estate and must enter 
Jersey probate upon death. UBO 
must be clear on who will inherit and 
on the suitability of the individual to 
whom the shares will devolve upon 
UBO’s death.

Private Trust Company. Structure 
will be same as for typical. Must 
be ‘administered’ by Fiduchi, but 
composition of board can be 
structured in any way. Care must 
be taken regarding use of any 
directors resident in an unfavourable 
jurisdictions.

Sole trustee is usually the PTC. 
Terms of trust deed can be 
constructed in any manner.

A foundation can be established with the sole object of 
holding the PTC shares. A foundation can exist in perpetuity 
and is not owned by anyone, so probate issues do not apply. 
Control is exercised by the Council (one of whom must be 
Fiduchi). Each Foundation also has a Guardian who ensures 
that the Council acts in accordance with settlor-approved 
objects/charter. Incorporated entity. Managed by strict 
adherence to its charter.

As per typical structure. 
However, note that a 
Foundation can also act 
as trustee of a private 
trust in place of a PTC, 
thus greatly simplifying 
the structure.

Jersey PTC structure with Jersey Foundation control
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Disclaimer: This leaflet is provided for general information only. It is not intended to amount to advice on which you should 
rely. You must obtain your own professional or specialist advice before taking, or refraining from, any action on the basis 
of the content herein. Fiduchi Limited and Fiduchi Fund Services Limited are regulated by the Jersey Financial Services 
Commission. Full legal, regulatory and data notices are published on www.fiduchi.com.
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